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Abstract: Three-dimensional perception of the environment offers significant potential to
improve navigation solutions for mobile systems. The Pixel-Mixed-Device Technology (PMD)
offers here a small, light-weight camera generating 3-D images, based on time-of-flight measurements. This contribution analyzes the sensor characteristics and application potential for mobile
robots. Specific aspects related to parameter optimization and limitations in measurements are
discussed on basis of performance tests. In particular, range images in unstructured and changing
scenes are of interest. Specific properties of mobile systems are taken into account to generate
appropriate range images for navigation and mapping tasks in robotic applications. Related
adaptations of integration time and methods to percept consistent distances are derived and
characterized by tests.
1. INTRODUCTION
Safe navigation in poorly known environments is a key
research area for mobile systems, offering broad application potential, ranging from assistance systems for cars in
the streets (cf. Kiencke and Nielsen [2000]) to emergency
operations for search and rescue (Driewer et al. [2005],
Schilling and Driewer [2005]), from industrial transport
robots (Schilling et al. [1998]) to planetary rovers in space
exploration (Schilling [1997]). For this purpose, a threedimensional perception of the environment is a significant
contribution for improved obstacle avoidance and path
planning tasks, for autonomous reactions as well as for
tele-operations.
Classical approaches for 3-D-imaging refer to stereocameras, optical flow approaches and laser range scanners,
while so far in industrial applications still mainly simple and reliable 2-D-sensors are in use (Everett [1995]).
Therefore, the new principle of time-of-flight range cameras to generate 3-D-images attract much interest (Xu
et al. [1998], Prusak et al. [2005], Oggier et al. [2005]).
PMD-cameras provide depth images, so that every pixel
of the image includes beyond the grayscale information
also information about the distance between sensor and
observed object. These compact cameras can be operated
at high frame rates and do not include any mechanical
moving parts, being thus very suitable for mobile systems.
Nevertheless, for such innovative sensor principles, further
research needs to be invested to characterize performance
details and to optimize parameter settings for typical application scenarios.
This contribution first provides an overview about 3Dtime-of-flight range cameras and introduces details for one
exemplary PMD camera. In the second section measurements related to variations of the crucial parameters are
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summarized. A new method for improved 3D perception
by adaptation of integration time for dynamic scenes is
presented. Procedures for calibration and bad pixel removal are introduced. Finally, these results are transferred
to mobile robot applications.
2. 3D DISTANCE MEASUREMENT SENSORS
Today mainly 3D laser scanners are used for 3D mapping
in robotics (Sheh et al. [2006], Nüchter et al. [2006]). There
exist systems with nodding 2D laser scanner as well as high
accurate 3D laser scanners. The frequency of getting point
clouds from this types of sensors differ from 10 seconds to
26 minutes depending on the increment of the tilt angle.
In other approaches for mobile robots, two or more 2D
laser scanners mounted horizontally or vertically provide
a field-of-view of 360◦ (Wulf and Wagner [2003]).

(a)

Fig.

(b)

(c)

1. Actual range cameras (a) PMD[vision] R 19k (http://www.pmdtec.de) (b) CSEM
Swissranger 3000 (http://www.swissranger.de) (c)
Canesta DP 200 (http://www.canesta.com)

On mobile systems properties like size, weight and power
consumption of sensors as well as accuracy, scan-time
and range specifications play an important role. Here, the
sensor based on the PMD technology promise advantages
according to size, weight, and scan-time. Several companies offer range cameras with different resolutions and
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specifications (cf. Fig. 1). In Table 1 the characteristics
of several models are shown.
model
PMD[vision] R 1k-S
PMD[vision] R 3k-S
PMD[vision] R 19k
PMD[vision] R A
Swissranger SR 2
Swissranger SR 3000
Canesta EP200
Canesta DP300

resolution
64 × 16
64 × 48
160 × 120
64 × 16
124 × 160
176 × 144
64 × 64
64 × 64

outdoor
SBI 1
SBI 1
no
no
yes 2
CMR 3

field of view
45◦ × 16◦
40◦ × 30◦
40◦ × 30◦
42◦ × 46◦
43◦ × 46◦
47.5◦ × 39.6◦
30, 55 or 80◦ (h)
30, 81 or 88◦ (h)

Table 1. Range cameras models available
The camera used in this analysis, a PMD[vision] R 19k (Fig.
1(a)) by PMDTechnologies GmbH, Siegen, provides in one
measurement 160 × 120 pixels with three values per pixel:
distance information, amplitude and an 8 bit gray scale
value. In each of the pixels the phase shift between emitting and perceiving of a modulated infrared light signal
is determined, which is proportional to the distance (Xu
et al. [1998], Möller et al. [2005]).
The sensor data of this camera can be retrieved by an
ethernet IEEE 802.3u or a firewire IEEE 1394a interface.
A software development kit (SDK) for windows and linux
systems is available. The camera targets for indoor use
only, since technology for dealing with sunlight is not
included. In principle, outdoor applications are possible
and the appropriate technology is already implemented in
other camera models.
2.1 Related work
Range cameras In the context of mobile robotics Prusak
et al. [2005] present ideas of potential applications. Hybrid
systems of a PMD camera and a CCD video camera
(Kuhnert and Stommel [2006], Lindner et al. [2007]) or
stereo camera (Prasad et al. [2006]) are also investigated.
These constructions require calibration of both camera
images and can extend PMD data by color information
and increased visual resolution.
Calibration Calibration of range cameras is a two-step
process, which consists of photogrammetric calibration
(like it is done for normal digital cameras) and depth
calibration.
Kahlmann et al. [2006] used an extra array of infrared
LEDs to improve corner detection of a chessboard to
determine the desired camera matrix. Lindner and Kolb
[2006] used pixel interpolation and standard tools for
calculating the camera matrix.
There are two possibilities for depth calibration: global and
pixelwise approximation of the characteristic curve. While
only one regression has to be done for the global one, it
is necessary to approximate a function for every pixel and
each parameter setting. The calibration method has to be
chosen depending on accuracy requirements and on time
limits for data processing.
1
2
3

SBI: suppression of background illumination
Inherent background light suppression
CMR: Common Mode Reset

Applications Weingarten et al. [2004] describe obstacle
avoidance and path planning with a Swissranger SR2.
Hong et al. [2004] also report about obstacle detection
for AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicle) in factory environments. Sheh et al. [2006] used a SR2 for map building
in an artificial USAR (urban search and rescue) environment. Craighead et al. [2006] tested a camera model from
Canesta for application in USAR, in particular regarding
lightning conditions and disturbances caused by movements.
Moreover, a PMD camera was used by Ruangpayoongsak
[2006] for landmark detection in order to localize a mobile
robot. For 3D-SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) mainly range measurements from 3D laser scanners
have been used. While Weingarten and Siegwart [2005]
uses a probabilistic approach (Extended Kalman filter),
Nüchter et al. [2005] employs an analytic way (Iterative
Closest Point scanmatching).
Besides robotics, many potential applications for automotive, multimedia and other areas have been described
(Oggier et al. [2005]). In automotive industry, range cameras are used for crash avoidance, as a parking aid, or as
a distance sensor for cruise control. SR2 and a canesta
models were also used for a virtual keyboard (Du et al.
[2005]) and for an interactive canvas.
3. CAMERA CHARACTERISTICS
Two parameters can be adjusted, the modulation frequency and the integration time. Although it is possible
to set the modulation frequency, the behavior of the measurement data will be undefined and would require another
calibration step. Hence, the analysis of this contribution
considers a constant modulation frequency of 20 MHz. The
other variable parameter is the integration time, which is
investigated in the next section.
3.1 Integration time
Integration time is the most critical internal parameter
of the PMD camera. It describes the time period in
which incoming photons are detected for one measurement
cycle, in order to derive phase shift and the corresponding
distance.
If the integration time is too low, the amplitudes of
related pixels decrease and distances for distant objects
cannot be measured (Fig. 2(a)). On the other hand, if the
integration time is too high, oversaturation is observed
and measurements fail, too (Fig. 3). Therefore, a major
challenge in obtaining appropriate range images is to find
adequate integration time values for particular scenes (Fig.
2(b) and (c)).
While for some camera types the adaptation of integration
time is realized by hardware (SR3000: pixelwise integration time (PWI)), for the PMD[vision] R 19k it must be
solved by software. May et al. [2006] proposes a proportional controller for the Swissranger SR2, which takes the
mean intensity value of the image to adapt integration
time to a constant preset value. May et al. [2006] derive a
constant relation between intensity and amplitude values.
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ric calibration was realized by a combination of different
methods (cf. Section 2.1) with a chessboard.
Important parameters in calibration are horizontal and
vertical field of view. With
d
α = 2 arctan
2f
, where d is the width or height of the chip and f is the focal
length, a field of view of 29.6◦ (horizontal)/22.4◦ (vertical)
from a focal length of 12.11mm was determined. These
values are used in the camera matrix for calculating
Cartesian coordinates from PMD data.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

During the depth calibration, a characteristic curve (cyclic
effects) for the measurement deviations could be detected
(cf. Fig. 7). We applied a polynomial regression for each
pixel to estimate this curve by using a planar white wall
as target object.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, calibration for a specific range
of integration times is very time consuming, when nominal distances are calibrated by hand. Therefore, precise
automatic calibration equipment is desirable.
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Fig. 7. Deviation as a function of nominal distance: plot
of measurements from 60th row of a range image.
With the proposed calibration method, the accuracy of
the distance measurements is improved and the variance
as well as the curvature effect of the data is reduced. In
Fig. 8, a comparison between a range image before and
after calibration is presented.
3.3 Bad pixel removal
As mentioned in Section 2, the employed camera is for
indoor use only, since background light suppression is not
implemented in this PMD camera type. Thus sunlight
reflected on a white wall would lead to wrong distance
measurements.

Fig. 8. Calibration of a range image. All values are in meters. Nominal distance to target is 4.186 m. (a) Measurement with mean distance 4.1093 (b) Deviation
from nominal value with norm 12.6863 and standard
deviation 0.069 (c) Range image after calibration. distance mean 4.1762 (d) Deviation from nominal value
with norm 1.9345 and standard deviation 0.0446.
images from the camera (Fig. 9). This noise appears
especially at edges of objects, where it is then difficult
to determine the distance.
In an approach analyzed by Lottner et al. [2007] movement
artifacts are detected with an additional video camera and
gradient edge detection methods.
From PMD data only, motion noise can be removed to
some extend directly by using the fact that problematic
edge pixels often own a high intensity value, while having
a low amplitude. Hereby, it is possible to detect and
remove these wrong edge pixels, by imposing a threshold
for intensity and amplitude values (Fig. 9 (c) and (e)):
Procedure 2 Detection of erroneous edge pixels
1: determine difference of intensity value and amplitude
value: Dxy = ixy − k · axy
where k is a constant factor
2: if D is larger than a given threshold T, assume Pixel
Pxy is noisy and eliminate from range image.
(T has to be adjusted according to the brightness level
of the environment.)
4. APPLICATIONS

Furthermore, measuring the range to highly reflective
material like glass, metal or glossy plastic is problematic.
As May et al. [2006] reported, light emitting sources lead
to inaccuracies and false measurements, due to the infrared
components in the light spectrum. However, it is possible
to filter measurements by using amplitude thresholds (bad
pixel removal), e.g. amplitude mean or amplitude median.

These measurement results and the proposed adaptation
and calibration methods support future use of the range
camera for mobile robotics. Potential application areas are
navigation support for teleoperators or for autonomous
movements, e.g. for map building or obstacle avoidance.

For dynamic scenes (for a moving camera or changing
environments), motion noise occurs in the stream of range

User tests emphasize, that live navigation with PMD range
images requires a high cognitive effort from the user. The

4.1 Live navigation
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4.4 Obstacle avoidance

(a)

(b)

(d)

The potential for obstacle avoidance was tested with the
presented adaptation method for integration time. The
robot’s camera is oriented toward the floor to recognize
positive and negative obstacles from the range images.
Currently, the data acquisition frequency of the PMD cameras is below the one of typical range sensors in robotics,
e.g. ultrasonic sensors. This restricts the robot’s maximum
safe velocity. The strength of this PMD-camera approach
corresponds to the detection of negative obstacles and
free paths where other range measurement sensors would
detect a blocked path due to their two-dimensional nature.

(c)

(e)

Fig. 9. Example for filtering: (a) unfiltered image, (b) amplitude threshold is mean amplitude, (c) problematic
edge pixels (red) are removed, (d and e) distance measurement pixels are from top projected in 2D plane;
camera is placed on the right. In (e) one can recognize
that eliminated pixels lie in the back, highlighted by
red ellipse.
available field of view is limited and motion noise further
complicates perception. Moreover, it is hard to find a
descent compromise between update rate and adaptation
of integration time, which influences image quality. At the
current state, navigation with live distance data from a
PMD camera only is not recommended.
4.2 3D panoramas
A larger field-of-view supports a teleoperator in maintaining situation awareness during the navigation task. An
extension of field-of-view can be achieved by rotating the
sensor and merging multiple images into one. The sensor
can either be moved by a pan tilt unit or by the robot itself.
Here, the Iterative Closest Point scan matching algorithm
(ICP) was implemented to retrieve 360◦ 3D-Panoramas.
Furthermore, 3D-Panoramas can be seen as local maps,
that describe features to be added to topological map
nodes.

Fig. 10. Picture and global 3D map of test environment.
On the right side three different viewpoints are shown
(exocentric close, egocentric, exocentric far).

4.3 Map building
In addition, 3D Panoramas can be used to build global
metric 3D maps (Fig. 10). For this purpose, a MonteCarlo localization based on a 2D laser scan was used.
Moreover, improved teleoperation and object recognition
performance become obvious in user navigation tests. A
major advantage of the 3D map is that the operator can
select arbitrary perspectives. Fig. 10 (right side) presents
three different perspectives, which can be chosen according
to demand. Fig. 11 displays as alternative representation
to the point cloud of Fig. 10 an octree representation,
which can be advantageous for navigation tasks.
From scan registration, the transform found by the algorithm can be seen as an estimate of the robot’s movements.
These tracking data provide inputs for the robot’s navigation system. In this case real-time matching of scan data
needs to be done.

Fig. 11. Representation of range measurement as octree.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
PMD-cameras offer interesting potential to capture 3Dimages for mobile vehicle applications. Specific parameter
adaptation schemes are proposed in order to improve
image quality. This contribution addresses in particular
adaptation of integration time, calibration of data, as
well as filtering schemes for bad pixels. These methods
provided significant improvements of the measurement
quality, analyzed in more detail for applications in the field
of mobile robots, like map building, navigation support, or
obstacle detection.
The tests for using the camera in mobile robotics applications were presented and show promising results for further
research. Future work will include evaluating, how sensor
types like lasers, or ultrasonic sensors can be combined
with PMD camera. Sensor data fusion methods might enable combination of the strengths of these different sensor
types for robust environment characterization solutions.
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